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About This Game
!! Better with a Controler !!
Crewsaders is a frenzy couch based multiplayer game. 2 to 6 local players are divided into 2 teams controlling 2 gigantic robots.
Cooperate to keep the gears and wheels moving on, and punch your opponents!
Play around with different systems to destroy your enemy's robot, while anticipating the other team's actions and defending
yourself against their laser beams or missiles. Win your joust and fend off your opponent to dangerous ground limits while the
public cheers. Crewsaders is designed for frantic game sessions with friends, both competitive or cooperative.
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Title: Crewsaders
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Titan Squad
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Franchise:
Plug In Digital
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Core i3 M380
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GTX 640
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 2 GB available space
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Labyrinth does not quite catch what I have to say about the game. If it weren't so confusing, I'd love to continue playing the
gaem as the setting is brilliant. I bet other players out there might quite enjoy this. Really need to improve simulation speed after
the 5th edition of it staying the same.... I would rate this as needs a little more work on graphics and sound effects. If you
weren't a fan of spacechem you'll most likely hate this game, but if you liked spacechem, you might like this game. I mainly
rating it positive because I like puzzle games like this.

Pros:
-It's a puzzle game
Things that I would like to see (Or that I'm too dumb figure out how to set in the settings):
-That sound effect when navigating to the puzzles sounds annoying, I like a click sound better.
-The video tutorial links are not working in the help menu at least for me. I spent way to long trying to figure out that I needed
to have a drop command to reset the arm so that I could grab more energy after activating it in the accumulator.
-I wish there were sound effects for tool \/ energy actions while watching the progress of a solution being played out.
-The tools and accumulator are the same color as the energy, it is hard see what's going on and to troubleshoot why something
isn't working. Maybe have the tools be white to off-white and the have the different elements be different colors.
-Have the accumulator drop off area just an outline of the squares, but the actual pattern needed off to the right side of the
screen.
. The game is great! I had fun playing it. Can't wait for Year 2! :D. I bought Tale of Fallen Dragons before they had done the
English translation. I have only played 80+ minutes so far but am enjoying it and can see myself playing it lots more. Devs are
doing a good job with updates too. So, yeah, definitely recommended.. Episode 1: Funny
Episode 2: Funny, cute, exciting
Episode 3: Funny, cute, exciting, saddening
Episode 4: EMOTIONAL ROLLER COASTER
Episode 5: EMOTIONAL ROLLLE COASTER, then a choose your own dream vault hunter squad and fight in a
giant♥♥♥♥♥robot
Overall, the most engaging Telltale game yet. I can't wait to play this to death now that all the episodes are out to see every
possible different outcome.
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u can have ur friend dress up like trump and shoot them in the head over and over and over.
for $8 its well worth the money
there are some crazy power-ups.
its a fast paced twitch shooter
the graphics simple so any potato pc can run it
the character customization is funny.
i had previously given this game a bad review but over night the dev addressed just about everything i had against the game
the game is a simple shooter with wacky power-ups and game modes and it only 8 beans. check it out. Good narrative, well
read!
Some moments aren't clear, but nevertheless the plot of story is understandable. I can wholeheartedly recommend this for
anyone with even a passing interest in JRPG-style games. Steam is loaded with RPG Maker games that rush to compare
themselves to Final Fantasy VI and Chrono Trigger at every given opportunity, but The Amber Throne is the exception both in
being confident enough to sell itself on its own merits and, ironically, in being brilliant enough to actually deserve mention
alongside the classics.
Story:
The Amber Throne is the story of an entire world, and as a result the focus is less on the characters that what you'd typically
expect from a JRPG-like. The 5 playable characters are all well-written and interesting, but they exist to strength the story of
Arra and the planet itself rather than to be traditional leads.
The story is fond of only telling you what you need to know at any given moment, and it's absolutely loaded with symbolism that
only makes sense in context of events you learn about later. It takes effort to fully understand and appreciate at times, but having
finished it I can safely say it's among the best RPG stories I've ever played.
Gameplay:
Never the focus of a JRPG, but it's actually pretty good. AT's battle system is an agility-determined turn-based system that sets
itself apart by having loads of skills and absolutely no requirements to use them. Initially, this seems like a questionable
decision, since you'll only have a handful of abilities and little reason not to just spam the same ones in every fight. Thankfully,
it gets much more interesting later on when you have more characters and full ability loadouts for each of them. It's further
enhanced by the introduction of enemies that change states both on their own and as a result of the attacks you use. State
changes have an accompanying shift in battle sprite and, especially by late game, can force you to adopt a completely different
strategy while they're active.
Skills are unlocked by the player. You get 50JP to spend per character with each level up, and since most skills cost 100JP, you
effectively get a new skill every two levels. Most characters have 5-6 classes of skills that unlock partially linearly, and there's
generally a huge variety between and within character skillsets. Better yet, the game subverts the trope about powerful skills
with no actual use. Although some enemies may be more resistant to attacks than others, all skills are usable on every enemy in
the game. Even the final boss is vulnerable to your status effects and traps.
Beyond skills, characters are highly customizble through gear and craftable purchasable upgrades. Stat boosts on armor and
accessories can be pretty dramatic, so it's possible to significantly alter a character's function in battle with the right gear. The
one complaint I have with regard to the combat is that there's no XP leak. I never used the game's final two characters because
they were already horribly underleveled by the time I got to them, and there wasn't an easy way of catching them up.
Area progression is almost entirely linear, but individual levels usually have a decent amount to explore, and there are optional
dungeons scattered throughout the game. There's apparently even an entire uber-boss quest that I missed entirely. Someone who
really went all out on exploration and side content could probably get another 3-4 hours out of the game. There's no real reason
to play a second time, but I felt I got more than my money's worth from my ~10 hours.
Sound:
Phenomenal. Every track fits its environment perfectly, and there are a frankly incredible number of them considering the
game's price and length. Save for a glitch that occasionally results in area music continuing to play during a battle, I really don't
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have any to criticize here.
Graphics:
Equally phenomenal. They combine with the sound to create one of the most atmospheric games I've ever played. The
screenshots really don't do it justice - there are some incredibly creative and well-realized locales and creatures in this game.
Even the good RPG Maker games I've played have always had that "look" that betrayed the engine's identiy, but AT looks truly
unique. The art and soundtrack were both done by one person each, amazingly.
All that being said, I do have one complaint about the graphics: RPG Maker has limitations on the number of frams in character
animations, which unfortunately means character motion on the overworld looks a bit silly. Not a big deal, but it stands out when
everything else is perfect.
Conclusion:
I haven't been this surprised by a game's quality for years. It's one of the best RPGs on Steam - or any other platform - and
thoroughly deserving of your attention. Hopefully we'll see much more from this developer.. Match 3 + Geometry Wars +
creepy, yet calming music + great visuals = strangely addicting.. Excellent game. There was a lot more back-and-forth travel
than the first two games, but I never transport using the map, so this may only interest people who don't use the map for quick
transport. I LOVE the ratio of puzzles to hidden object scenes. I like hidden object puzzles, but not every other scene, like in
Stolen Runes Portal of Evil. The plot was not predictabe or boring, and the puzzles were challenging but doable. The graphics
are incredible, as they have been in the last two games, and there are no missing sound bits nor misspelled subtitles/captions. I
also really enjoy the change of scenery; I know this may sound obvious but some games have the entire map open to you from
the beginning of the game, but in this trilogy, you have to discover each place, which I prefer. Overall a great game, you should
definitely get it if you're a fan of the series (and if you're not!).. Oh boy, what can I say.
I should start with stating that I extensively played ELOA and followed the release before it came to America. I had really high
hopes for the original American release rightfully so, the game had high potential.
Pros at the time
Fluid Combat
Creative Art style
Relatively balanced pvp
Good group content
Cons at the time
Massive Payment wall for enchanting
Unfair advantage in PvP from equipment
No meaningful way to progress solo
Raids were more dependant on Equipment to reach a DPS
(Had to compromise when selecting members who paid for gear)
Slow PAINFUL Boring grind to reach any content that is fun
Max level increasing and all end-game content being locked to it
(To continue to PvP you had to re-level again from 25\/30\/35\/40 etc.)
To be fair that was all in the original release and I don't know what's all changed since.
All I can say is the grind was substantially worse than I remember it being aside from:
Cash shop seemed uninspired, lots of copy\/paste no real improvements to changes.
Skills were totally messed up from the original game balance breaking certain things.
I can't say I tried any of the end-game content because by the time I realized they re-released this game the population was
already dead and the game wouldn't allow me to progress past level 30 in the story line because Mud Swamp was completely
glitched.
If you think you can make it through the mind-numbing grind to max level you will find a game that might be worth the PvP
experience, but honestly I don't think the game is going to last long enough to give you a good enough try to get your moneys
worth. Great potential, poor delivery in both instances.
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